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Recreate the braids, buns, and twists of your preferred historical, sci-fi, and fantasy Badass
Braids Badass Braids.historic, sci-fi, and fantasy shows and movies. When she’is the perfect
present for geeky men and women of all age range!k.a. Shannon Burns) is creating and posting
weekly instructional videos on her YouTube channel of DIY hair art that mimics the hair styles of
valiant women and men in the best  Step-by-step, illustrated instructions will show you steps to
make the hair styles from Video game of Thrones, The Hunger Games, Star Trek, Superstar Wars,
The Legend of Zelda, Vikings, GOD, THE FATHER of the Rings, and more. In Badass Braids, (The
Hunger Video games: Mockingjay),  The book covers braids and designs from a full spectrum of
fantasy worlds (and galaxies), from historic adversaries and viking warriors to intimate
renegades and sci-fi heroines. With an introduction to the styling approaches for different kinds
of basic braids, interviews with behind-the-scenes Daenerys Targaryen (Video game of
Thrones), and more. Katniss Everdeen Shannon demonstrates how to transform your locks, step
by step.Anne Boleyn (The Tudors), the Norse king Ragnar Lothbrok (Vikings), stylists and actors,
and primary styles inspired by fan-favorites, you will learn to recreate the hairstyles of heroes
and heroines with s not studying on her behalf PhD in public neuroscience, Silvousplaits (a.
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Great for cosplayers! Full of beautiful photos of completed designs and crystal clear
illustrations of step-by-step instructions, this book is ideal for folks that are just beginning to get
into styling their own hair in addition to those folks who've been doing designs like these for
years. The behind-the-scenes tidbits, traditional facts, and great hair tips are also a really fun
addition. If you are into cosplay, long hair, or just wish to try your hand at some badass braids,
after that pick this up. I love and take a lot of inspiration from Shannon's Youtube . YouTube
Silvousplaits + this publication= Awesome hair!maybe the next time! The images and diagrams
permit you to visit a break-down move by move, and that means you need not pour over
video clips, rewinding repeatedly. The content is easy to comprehend and I like the way she
described her inspirations behind the locks designs. I page through it pretty frequently, getting
motivation, dreaming, and trying my hand at a number of the more complicated designs. It
believe it compliments the video clips well, and the diagrams, at least for me personally, are a
lifesaver!Design-sensible, the publication is fun to check out, with nice photos of the styles
about the latest models of and clean diagrams- most I want is that it turned out in a spiral
binding so I could lie it flat while trying to accomplish the more difficult styles! This book is a
great continuation of the tutorials that Shannon has done in . Great tutorials Great tutorials
and for the 1st time in my 30+ years I can finally braid my very own hair. Some, just like the
Sansa, appear extremely difficult to do on your own.. This book is a great continuation of the
tutorials that Shannon has done in her YouTube channel!and some, like Rey or Gamora, are
simple and incredibly wearable for the day-to-day. You can find softer, more romantic looks
too, unless you fancy looking like a viking warrior (Lizzy Bennet and Eowyn one thinks of as
looks that could work for a Xmas party or wedding ceremony). The pictures are of actual
people, and done by the author, so you get to see them on actual hair of varied types and
lengths (though I would suppose this book is best for people with hair at least shoulder-size);
the pictures are reasonable and honest, which I really appreciate, and the tips are useful and
useful, especially for beginners. There exists a solid sample of more unique braids and up-dos
that may (and in my opinion, should) be put into any hairstyle arsenal. Hairstyles from all the
best heroes and heroines. focus on free YouTube videos (actually the authors, silvousplaits! I
feel as an anime/sci-fi/fantasy GODDESS! You'll find out some tips, and also challenge you to
ultimately expand your locks horizons. I have not regretted owning this reserve:)If only Shannon
experienced included diagrams for Astrid's braid from the first How To Train Your Dragon... A
number of them seem basic and self-explanatory (and you may find movies on YouTube that
teach you the same thing), yet I find myself enjoying the book much more than many videos. I'm
always afraid that I might break the book, though the binding is supporting so well up to now
under pretty regular utilization and becoming propped open up with various points.... It has a
wide selection of easy-to-adhere to picture tutorials, with styles ranging from extremely
manageable to a beginner, to fun problems for more capable braiders. Overall a professional
and fun book. Actually, one aspect that makes this book unique is definitely that Burns presents
the historic context of the styles therefore we gain some insight into the why of the styles.. I also
appreciated the tip boxes scattered throughout. Recommend! Burns' YouTube channel is also
a great resource, but it helps to have the book at hand. It's really worth it. The title says it all.
The photos and illustrations are well-completed and the guidelines are an easy task to follow.
Pics are excellent. I only want it were longer! There is a good introduction to tools and basic
techniques. There is an introduction to each style which includes the actress/actor who inspired
it and the annals of the character.! This is billed as something for lovers of Geek culture, but I
actually bought this book as inspiration for my 6 year old daughter's hair. She's no idea who



these folks are, but she wants to flip through and appearance at the photos to choose what
she wants me to replicate. For the types from historical time periods, we have a tiny age-
appropriate history lesson while I function. I really like, love, love this publication, the directions
are clear and the images are gorgeous and super useful. I really like and take a large amount
of inspiration from Shannon's Youtube locks tutorials.) before you fork out the cash, but if you
enjoy braiding and/or appreciate physical books, I'd say to pick it up. I love this reserve so
heckin very much. And my young ladies are loving all of the new hairstyles mom can do. This
book is fantastic. I really like it. I really like it! The instructions are super easy to check out. I'm a
visual learner with regards to braids and all the braids in this reserve have complete
illustrations accompanying the directions. This book rules!! Not only for cosplay! Exactly What It
Says IT REALLY IS - AND THAT IS Awesome The book is exactly what it says it really is: a way to
learn some cool, complicated hairstyles. I chose to purchase this book because I've watched
the author's YouTube video clips. I have to say, I would have had difficulty pursuing along as I
am so not a 'do hair' person ?. The instructions and photos are amazing. If you want a good
reference guidebook on some awesome quick to accomplish hair styles, this is a book to have.
Very nice book Very nice book. The pages are extra thick that i love. I don't believe the
publication precludes or YouTube movies, or vice-versa, especially if you enjoy books! I am so
excited about this book! Informative and An easy task to Follow This is an excellent book for all
those with long hair, also for those who just want to study hairstyles. Very pleased.As for the
designs included, they have a range of skill levels. This publication made braiding look simpler
and much less intimidating. I put on my new braid hair styles to work and obtain SO many
compliments. Great book Great book Like. I grew out my locks for three years so I could learn
new braids and braid hairstyles and the fact that publication incorporates anime, sci-fi,
fantasy etc hair into their braiding is merely AMAZING. So many beautiful styles that are
wearable for each and every day. All my interests are met. The title says everything..If you are a
fresh hands at braiding, this book might not be for you; :) So many new fun styles! A few of the
instructions a re a bit vague, and you will need to look up further how exactly to do it.
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